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Most people will have built a few sandcastles 
during their lifetimes, but this is different! 
Buckets and spades at the ready for a new take 
on this traditional summer pastime. Visitors to 
the Storytelling Weekender in Barry Island will 
have the opportunity to build a real life Iron 
Age hillfort on Barry’s famous sandy beach.

Cardiff University’s Guerilla Archaeology 
Group, with help from the CAER Studio 
Collective and members of the public, will 
be racing against the tide to recreate one 
of the largest Iron Age hillforts in South 
Wales – in the sand.

Since 2011, CAER Heritage (a collaboration 
between ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely), 
Cardiff University, local schools, residents and 
community groups) has been working with local 
people to discover the amazing history and 
archaeology of Caerau and Ely. Much of that 
work has focussed on the magnificent Caerau 
Hillfort – a site that can be truly called the 
prehistoric origin of Cardiff. The site today is 
covered by a stunning woodland and pasture for 
cattle while the ruin of the beautiful medieval 
church of St. Mary’s stands proudly in its corner. 

Over the last year we’ve been working with 
local people to devise plans to improve access 
to and understanding of this incredible site. 
Hundreds of people have given their time and 
provided lots of fantastic ideas and thoughts 
that have helped us put together some really 
exciting plans for our ‘Hidden Hillfort Project’ 
these include:
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• The redevelopment of the old Gospel 
Hall on Church Road into a community 
heritage centre and resource for local 
people to use

• Reinstallation of the children’s playground 
next to the old Gospel Hall

• The creation of a network of heritage 
trails around Caerau Hillfort

• Further archaeological excavations and 
historical research projects involving local 
people

• Accredited courses, initiatives and other 
learning and training opportunities for 
local adults and school children

• Consolidation of the ruins of St. Mary’s 
church

We’ll be submitting these plans and ideas to 
the Heritage Lottery Fund later this year and 
if successful, starting the building work and 
activities in the summer of 2019.

The Hidden Hillfort Project 
Plans For 2019 And Beyond

Building Hillforts in the 
Sand? You bet!

On Saturday 11th August, Whitmore 
Bay Beach will play host to a large-scale 
reconstruction of the famous hillfort that 
towers above the communities of Caerau 
and Ely in South West Cardiff. (Read more 
about the hillfort on pages 4&5).

The temporary 
reconstruction of this 
timeless landmark replicates 
the process that went into 
its original construction, 
some 2600 years ago. 

Bringing people together from small, widely 
dispersed communities, restructuring 
allegiances and reinforcing power 
relationships – all mirror the community co-
production archaeological research strategies 
employed by CAER Heritage that facilitate 
the community’s ownership of knowledge. 

Dr Dave Wyatt, CAER Project co-director, 
said: “The Iron Age people living in the west of 
Cardiff came together to build an impressive 
hillfort at Caerau surrounded by ditches and 
banks - making an amazing statement in the 
landscape about their identity.

“In a way that's what this event is all about 
too! It's about bringing people together to 
build a sand-hillfort that pays homage to the 
achievements of our prehistoric ancestors – 
it's also about celebrating an amazing shared 
heritage while making friends, having fun and 
creating something special.”

The event will also offer free drop-in creative 
activities for all ages including storytelling, 
artefact handling and much more. 

Find us on the beach and join us as we dig 
down & build up and discover a remarkable 
past. 
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CAER News is full of 
amazing facts about the 
heritage of Caerau and Ely 
and includes a few interesting 
things about Barry Island 
too! 

There is also a pull-out section offering 
creative activities, quizzes and heritage-themed 
facts and figures to help keep young minds 
occupied during the summer.

Take a look at the back page to see how you 
can get involved and find out more about the 
amazing heritage of Caerau and Ely, and about 
the work of CAER Studio and the CAER 
Heritage Project.

What is CAER 
BC, what is
CAER Studio?

WELCOME to

CAER Times

Get in touch 
& follow us 
online: 
caerstudio.com
caerheritage.com 

 CAERBC
 @caerstudio
 caerstudio

CAER Studio is a group of creative people 
based in Caerau and Ely in South West Cardiff. 
We produce artworks and craft items in 
response to the outstanding heritage of this 
vibrant community – including the amazing 
Caerau hillfort that has overlooked the River 
Ely for nearly 3,000 years. You can find out 
more about CAER Studio in a whole range 
of ways and this newspaper is a great starting 
point. You can also visit our web site and follow 
us on social media.

Other heritage sites in the area include a 
Roman villa hidden under the school playing 
fields, a mysterious, buried, abandoned 
medieval village, two medieval churches (one 
built on the site of the ancient hillfort) and a 
6,000 year old stone-age (Neolithic) gathering 
place buried beneath Caerau Hill.

What you have in your hand is the collectable, 
limited edition newspaper version of the 
‘physical’ CAER BC broadcasting channel, 
online channels are available - check out the 
orange box to the right!. 
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The Caerau Hillfort, one of the most significant 
and oldest monuments in Cardiff, is nestled on 
the south western edge of the Caerau and Ely 
housing estates, just off the A4232. 

And until recently very little was known about 
the site. But a series of community excavations 
co-ordinated by CAER Heritage - an innovative 
partnership between community development 
organisation ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) 
Cardiff University, local schools and residents, 
has uncovered many exciting discoveries.

Significant and unexpected findings that include 
previously unknown evidence of a Roman 
and Dark Age occupation, as well as extensive 
archaeological deposits revealing what life was 
like in the Cardiff region during the Iron Age 
have been found.

In 2014, the remarkable remains of a rare 
causewayed enclosure were also discovered 
dating the site back 6,000 years to the early 
Neolithic or Stone Age, much earlier than 
archaeologists had previously thought.

The site boasts a remarkable heritage with a 
ruined medieval church and castle ringwork 
encompassed by massive Iron Age ditch and 
bank defences that once enclosed a densely 
populated settlement over 2,000 years ago.

The CAER Heritage Project seeks to engage 
local people and school children in their 
shared history, help provide educational 
opportunities and challenge negative views of 
Caerau and Ely: communities which face some 

social and economic challenges, but which are 
also host to vibrant, talented populations with 
an amazing heritage. 

Their objective is to help the people of Caerau 
and Ely to connect with this site’s fascinating 
past and make it relevant to the present. 

From the outset the project’s key objectives 
have been to put local people at the heart 
of cutting-edge archaeological and historical 
research, to provide the community with 
deeper insight into their heritage and the area’s 
fascinating past, while giving local people the 
chance to gain new skills and build confidence 
and community cohesion.
 
Now in its sixth year, the CAER Heritage 
Project is nearing the completion of the 
development phase of its HLF funded ‘Hidden 
Hillfort project’ which aims to open up the 
site, through a repurposed gospel-hall-turned-
visitor-centre, a community garden and 
heritage trails for the wider public.

Dr Dave Wyatt, CAER Project co-director, said: 
“Community excavations have revealed Caerau 
hillfort to be a heritage site of national, if not 
international significance, yet it remains poorly 
understood and largely unknown.
“The Hidden Hillfort Project has the potential to 
change this; opening up this amazing place to the 
wider world and harnessing the power of heritage 
to enhance individual life-chances for local people, 
fostering a strong connection between people, 
heritage and place.

“I am particularly excited about the prospects 
which the project opens up for local young people. 
The Hidden Hillfort project builds on well-
established partnerships with local schools. Pupils 
have previously been involved in a whole range of 
activities including archaeological and historical 
research, heritage themed art and film making. But 
the Hidden Hillfort project offers an opportunity 
to write these strategies large; embedding a 
community-wide heritage regeneration project into 
the school curriculum.”

The project has so far built partnerships with 
seven local schools involving nearly 2,000 
pupils in joint activities and engaged with 
almost 15,000 visitors at its events.

It also won the Times Higher Education Award 
for Outstanding Contribution to the Local 
Community in 2017.

More recently, the project has launched an 
exciting new arts based project that celebrates 
the area's fascinating heritage and vibrant 
community talent. CAER Studio is a one-year 
initiative that involves local artists and local 

people working together to create art objects 
and craft items, inspired by the knowledge and 
artefacts from 6,000 years of heritage gained 
from archaeological excavations within a 
stone’s throw of their homes.

The CAER Collective, a cohort of local artists 
are holding workshops and events throughout 
2018 at which residents can come along and get 
creative, while developing new skills and learning 
more about the history of their community.

Paul Evans, lead artist on the project, added:
 “I have been hugely inspired by the beauty and 
emotional power of the heritage that we have 
encountered in Caerau and Ely. 
“Everything, from the fascinating objects that have 
been uncovered from the ground to the wonderful 
stories that we have been told by members of the 
community, adds richness and depth of meaning to 
this unique and complex picture.
“The CAER Collective of artists has an incredible 
resource to draw upon when it comes to creating 
art and craft in response to this heritage, and we 
are eagerly looking forward to seeing what will 
emerge from this exciting creative process.”

The 
Hidden Hillfort
On a quiet hillside at the 
western edge of Wales’s 
capital, surrounded by 
urban sprawl, there sits 
an until recently hidden 
trove of archeological 
treasures.
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Barry Island’s Iron Age Sandcastle

Special Pull Out Section

CAER 
Face Mask
Based on an The Stanwick Horse Mask, a La 
Tène style work of art from the Iron Age, the 
CAER logo has become something of an icon!
Paste your mask onto a piece of thin card, cut 
out along the dotted lines (ask for help from 
an adult if you need to). Now punch holes 
through the tabs on either side and add string!
Visit our stall if you need materials and/or help 
to complete your mask!

FOLD

CAER 
Studio Flag
Cut out along the dotted lines (ask for help 
from an adult if you need to). Place a stick in 
the middle of the reverse side of the flag then 
paste and fold together - you now have a flag 
and pole for your sand castle! 

Visit our stall if you need materials and/or help 
to complete your flag!

Get in touch & follow us online: 
caerstudio.com  CAERBC
caerheritage.com   @caerstudio
   caerstudio

What have the Romans ever done for 
us?

It’s been said before - and it will no doubt 
be said again - but Caerau inhabitants are 
really starting to notice the fact that since 
Magnus Capitus (or whatever he’s called) and 
his household moved into their swanky little 
villa last spring, we’ve seen very little in the 
way of neighbourly support. I actually went 
down to see him last month on the pretext 
of borrowing a cup of millet but I got turned 
away at the door by one of his unpaid servants. 

“He’s in the bath”, he said, “doesn’t want to be 
disturbed”. 

Anyway, I figured this was probably just a ruse 
to get rid of me so, I snuck round the side 
and took a nosey in through the window and 
guess what I saw? Foetidus Pedus (or whatever 
he’s called) and his mates, all gathered round 
a big table discussing plans to build some sort 
of summerhouse bang in the middle of our 
communal area up on the hillfort. So, I hot 
tailed up the hill and back to the roundhouse, 
nearly tripping over one of Bellicent’s pigs in 
the process. 

Everybody was sitting around as usual, 
clutching their ale pots, staring into the hearth 
and not really talking. Well, I soon fixed that!

“Guess what”, I said, “the Romans are planning 
to build some sort of summer house bang in the 
centre of the party field over by old man Cadman’s 
house”. There was a kind of general stirring in the 
smoke above our heads as people stood up in 
indignation.

“They can’t do that”, said Brithomar. “There 
won’t be any room for the annual pig feast. It’s 
bad enough with all those folks from Pen Dinas 
trekking down here every solstice, let alone having 
a bunch of Romans taking over the prime spot 
near the beer tent.”

“Well”, I said, “what are we going to do about it?”

“I suggest we go down there right now and throw 
pig poo on that funny-coloured floor that they all 
seem to be  so proud of,” said a small, high-pitched 
voice. 

The voice belonged to somebody who’s face 
was hidden in the gloom.

Now pig poo is never in short supply 
around here, so this didn’t sound like too 
bad a suggestion – and there was a lot of 
very agreeable murmuring (mixed with the 
coughing) but we all had to admit that it 
probably wasn’t worth getting a Roman gladius 
sword stuck into a soft and tender area, just 
for the satisfaction of seeing the expression on 
Mrs Maxima Divitia the lady of the villa’s, face.

One of the unpaid servants would have to 
clean it up anyway.

So, we all decided to sit down, let the smoke 
settle above our heads and give the problem 
some serious thought…

This went on for a couple of days with nearly 
everybody in the community popping in to our 
round house to offer suggestions as to what 
we might do to persuade the Romans that 
building their summerhouse in the middle of 
our community was a bad idea.

It was on the third day that a couple of fairly 
sturdy looking legionnaires in full riot gear 
knocked on the door of the hillfort with his 
Highness fully ‘toga’d up’ standing between 
them. 

You could tell he meant business because he 
had a couple of leafy olive branches wrapped 
around his big head - and he’d obviously been 
on the wine.

We opened the gate to let him in and he 
puffed his way up the path attempting to 
maintain his upper-class dignity and pretending 
that the mud and pig poo wasn’t squelching 
through the gaps in his sandals. 

“I need to speak to your emperor,” he said, (he’d 
been here a while but he still hadn’t totally lost his 
accent – or his odd choice of words). 

I stepped forward and said, with some 
exasperation, “we’ve tried explaining all this to 
you before! We’re a loosely affiliated band of clans 
based on extended family groups. Your idea of 
emperor doesn’t really exist in our society – all 
that stuff about the ‘great war lords’ has been 
made up by that nosey bloke who came over last 
year and couldn’t stop writing down everything he 
could think of on those scratchy clay tablets”. 

“You shouldn’t believe everything you read’, I 
added – with a slightly smug pause for effect.

He just looked at me blankly. I had – honestly – 
tried explaining this on countless occasions to 
various Romans that I had met on my travels 
around the swamps and forests but they just 
couldn’t get this idea. I think the word for 
their state of mind is indoctrinated? Anyway, 
he’d obviously been reading too many of those 
fancy stories (I know this because I’ve seen 
him reading them through the window of the 
villa – the collected works of Cassius Dio). 

Anyway, I had his eye and his ear so I said; “I 
can talk on behalf of my people if you like”.

He looked me up and down suspiciously. I’ll 
be honest I’ve never been a very ‘bling’ kind of 
guy. I prefer a more understated style – relying 
on the plaid for effect – so apart from a fairly 
discrete torque and a bit of basic gilding on my 
helmet it’s probably hard to judge my status on 
the basis of a casual glance.

Mind you, at this point in the proceedings he 
wasn’t looking so fabulous himself.

It was starting to rain (rare in these parts – I 
know) and he’d forgotten to lift up the edge 
of his toga, which was now lying in a pool 
of thinly diluted pig poo. White is not a very 
practical colour to wear round here – much 
better to stick to a nicely patterned plaid to 
hide the stains would be my advice.

Anyway, after a bit of an awkward silence he 
invited me to dinner at the villa and we got to 
discuss the matter of the summerhouse over 
some classic Roman fine dining. 

I got back home late that night, tripping over 
practically every bit of livestock on the hill and 
creating a proper stir when I went into the 
wrong roundhouse in the dark. 

I was woken the next day by a major kerfuffle. 
The lady of the villa was standing at the gate 
in a really bad mood. She was surrounded by 
a dozen or so very sleepy looking legionnaires 

in full, but rather badly strapped up, riot gear 
– one or two looked so sleepy that they could 
barely stand. I dimly recalled them from late 
the night before when his lordship had got up 
and decided to invite what he called his amici 
optimi to the party. 

“Who threw that filth on my lovely mosaic last 
night?’ she yelled.

Silence.

“Well if it hadn’t been for the fact that your 
friend here agreed to our plans for a nice new 
summerhouse then I’d be setting this lot on you 
this morning. She pointed at me and then gestured 
at the legionnaires.

People were looking in my direction. “What 
agreement?” they asked.

It was at this point that I noticed that a couple 
of the ‘boys in scarlet and gold’ seemed to 
wake up and pay attention. I guess that life in 
the fertile vale might not be all that interesting 
if you’re used to the cut and thrust of empire 
building (by cut and thrust I mean literally 
cutting and thrusting – with sharp bits of 
metal).

Having had a few ‘run-ins’ with Roman 
warriors myself, I recognised the ugly look on 
one or two of those hung-over helmeted faces 
and I decided to step in.

“Friends, Romans, countrymen”, I said, “lend me 
your ears”.

I honestly don’t know where all this was 
coming from but, along with the words, it also 
seemed to help if I lifted my arms up a bit for 
dramatic effect.

“Let’s just bury the adze” I said, looking around 
magnanimously, “and agree to providing a 
little bit of room for our esteemed neighbour’s 
summerhouse – maybe over there by the pig 
pens”.

Nobody up on the hill looked very happy 
about this but, acknowledging the presence of 
the well tooled-up legionnaires, it was obvious 
that there was a kind of hang-dog acceptance 
on the faces of everybody listening and a bit 
of compromise has got to be better than 
unleashing what you might call ‘hangover hell’. 

The lady of the villa looked up at us with her 
hands on her hips. She gave a quick, rather 
haughty nod and turned around. I’m guessing 
that she hadn’t personally had to clean up 
the pig poo, so, with honour satisfied and the 
offer of a nice new summerhouse, she seemed 
reasonably content with the outcome of her 
‘intervention’.

The legionnaires followed her off down the hill.

Everybody else will be reasonably content 
too – once I explain my plan to keep moving 
the pigpens around when the summerhouse 
is complete, to ensure that the wind direction 
is always just right, and to ensure that it will 
always benefit from the ‘healthy aroma’.

A View from the Ramparts
From our Iron Age Correspondent

The Corinthian Column: 
word on the via 
britannicus from our 
Roman Correspondent

Since the appalling incident involving 
sus faecibus, relations with the unruly 
inhabitants of the ‘dirt castle’ above our 
lovely little villa-rustica had cooled off 
somewhat.

At one point there were even fears that 
we might have to ‘unleash hell’ upon 
them, which would have been a great 
pity because we all seemed to be getting 
on very well. I might even go so far as 
to say – albeit with some caution – that 
the process of assimilation into the 
superior Roman consciousness was well 
underway and well on course.

Come on Brits (as we like to say) 
resistance is futile and well you know it!  

Anyway, it required our beloved 
patrician’s very best negotiation skills – 
skills that he learned from the earliest 
age at his private academy in Greece, 
and which were later honed to a fine 
edge in the senate – to calm down 
the inhabitants and avoid a serious 
insurrection. 

It all began with his lordships suggestion 
to build a summerhouse up on the 
hillfort – somewhere with a nice view 
of the marshes and the distant hills and 
with a nice refreshing breeze in the 
summer, a proposal that was rather 
unreasonably rejected by the ‘dirt 
castle’s’ inhabitants. 

However, a persuasive chat with the 
leader of the clan over a slap-up meal of 
thrushes, dormice, venison and goose – 
all with lashings of fish sauce and honey 
– seemed to do the trick!

The ‘emperor’ of the tribe and our 
lordship both commented during the 
evening on the pleasant and easy flowing 
conversation – especially after the third 
or fourth amphora of the very best wine 
had been opened and consumed with 
relish. Our lordship even invited some of 
the legionnaires that he had personally 
fought with (or at the very least he had 
seen them fighting from a safe vantage 
point) to join the merry gathering.

Our lordship and the chieftain of the 
‘dirt castle’ parted company that evening 
on the very best of terms, with much 
affectionate hugging and declamations of 
eternal friendship.      

But, early in the morning of the following 
day, the lady of the house entered the 
atrium only to discover what can only 
be called sus faecibus (pig poo) scattered 
all over the fine mosaic that she had 
ordered from Ikeus and imported at 
great cost from Scandinavium.

Her ladyship was understandably very 
angry about this and ordered a crack 
team of legionnaires up onto the hill to 
find and punish the culprit. 

Suffice it to say that by the end of the 
following day a few stern words with the 
leader of the clan by our ladyship – and 
a modest show of imperial force whilst 
our lord bravely slumbered – meant that 
diplomacy won the day and our ladyship 
achieved her aim of securing permission 
to build a nice little summerhouse.
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Shooting Star
Over Caerau Hillfort,
linocut, John Abell 2018

John Abell is a painter and printmaker most 
identifiable for his collection of eclectic wood 
block prints exploring life, love, lust and the 
human condition.

Abell was born in Cardiff in 1986. He has 
exhibited widely and his prints and publications 
are included in museums, libraries and national 
collections worldwide, including the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London; National Museum 
of Wales, Cardiff; the British Museum, london; 
the National Library of Australia, Canberra; 
the National Library of Canada, Ottowa and 
Columbia University and Library Rare Books 
Collection, New York.

 john.abell
 @JdrAbell

John is currently exhibiting in the group show 
Dim ond Geiriau (ydi faith) (A language is) Only 
Words at Bayart in Cardiff, and is also showing 
in The Sunday Times Watercolour competition 
in The Mall Gallery in London on September 9th.
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Not something imposed from the outside but 
something growing up from the fertile ground 
of a community characterised by strong 
relationships and a great history. 

Seeds, planted by many people over a long 
time, have sprouted and are now exploding 
into colour, transforming life for the people 
involved and changing perceptions of a 
community that has too often been judged in 
black and white.

Residents of Caerau and Ely are tired of their 
community being cast as a problem that needs 
solving, and are taking action themselves.  
They are planting community gardens and 
creating community shops that feed and clothe 
people who are struggling to get by. 

They are working alongside professionals, 
as equals, to provide support and advice for 
those who need it, whilst setting up their own 
wellbeing groups and looking after each other.  
They are creating and exhibiting their own art 
and establishing their own workshops.  

At the heart of this network of people and 
groups sits ACE – Action in Caerau and Ely, a 
community development charity owned and 
run by local people.  

On this day 11th August

3114 BC
The Mesoamerican Long Count calendar, used by several pre-
Columbian Mesoamerican civilisations, notably the Mayans, 
begins.

2492 BC Traditional date of the defeat of Bel by Hayk, progenitor and 
founder of the Armenian nation.

480 BC
Greco-Persian Wars: Battle of Artemisium - Persian naval victory 
over the Greeks in an engagement fought off north coast of 
Euboea.

355 Claudius Silvanus, accused of treason, proclaims himself Roman 
Emperor against Constantius II.

1492 Rodrigo de Borja becomes Pope Alexander VI.

1858 First ascent of the Eiger in the Bernese Alps in Switzerland.

1866 World’s 1st roller rink opens (Newport, Rhode Island).

1877 Asaph Hall discovers Mars’s moon Deimos.

1896 Harvey Hubbell patents electric light bulb socket with a pull 
chain.

1909 Warren Bardsley (136 & 130) 1st to get twin tons in a Test.

1914 John Wray patents animation.

1924 1st newsreel pictures of US presidential candidates were taken.

1933 Temperature reaches 136°F (57.8°C) at San Luis Potosi, Mexico 
(world record).

1934 1st federal prisoners arrive at Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay.

1948 Summer Olympics opens in London.

1949 1st Naples-Capri swim, 17 miles (27 km) (Giovanni Gambi).

1960 Chad declares Independence from France.

1962 Beach Boys release “Surfin’ Safari”.

1964 Beatles’ “A Hard Day’s Night” opens in NYC.

1966 Last Beatle’s concert tour of US begins.

1968 Beatles launch “Apple Records” label.

1977 Geoff Boycott scores his 100th FC hundred, v Aust at 
Headingley.

1978 “C’est Chic” 2nd studio album by Chic is released (Billboard 
Album of the Year 1979).

1989 Voyager 2 discovers two partial rings of Neptune.

2016
A Greenland shark declared the oldest vertebrate animal in the 
world at 392 years is discovered by an international team of 
scientists.

Barry Prize Word Search

1. Barry Island is named after which 6th Century Saint? 
 A) Saint Barack B) Saint Baruc C) Saint Borat 

2. What was the name of the holiday camp that opened in Barry Island in 1966? 
 A) Butlers B) Butlins C) Buttons 

3. What is the name of the Barry Island tribute music festival? 
 A) Glastonbarry B) Green Barry Man C) V-Barry 

4. What is the name of the famous café, used as a location in Gavin and Stacey? 
 A) Pierre’s B) Marco’s C) White’s 

5. Barry Island was a location for which famous science fiction TV series in 2005? 
 A) Dr Who B) Dr What C) Dr Pardon 

6. Which comedy drama, directed by Richard Ayoade, was partly filmed in Barry?  
 A) Subaru B) Subway C) Submarine 

7. Barry Island was colonised in the Iron Age by which Celtic British tribe? 
 A) The Silurians B) The Silures C) The Silvanians 

8. What is the name of Stacey’s uncle in the famous TV sitcom Gavin and Stacey?  
 A) Uncle Bryn B) Uncle Sam C) Uncle Fester 

9. Late Stone Age colonists built a series of burial mounds at which nearby site?  
 A) Tintinswood B) Tincanswood C) Tinkinswood 

10. What is the correct name of the popular fairground ride at Barry Island Pleasure Park?  
 A) Revolution B) Evolution C) Lilliputian

Barry Island Quiz
“It’s just a bit of fun!”

Local people are involved throughout the 
organisation as volunteers, staff, members, 
trustees and participants.  

The organizsation was established in 2011 
with help from the Welsh Government’s 
Communities First Programme but has 
developed a life of its own, bringing in resources 
from multiple sources and preparing for a long 
and productive future that you can read about 
on the front page of this newspaper.
 
Quick learners, the staff, trustees and 
members have already taken on the running 
and development of the old Dusty Forge on 
Cowbridge Road West (an iconic Ely landmark), 
turning it into a vibrant hub of community led 
activity.  They are now developing additional local 
resources or ‘assets’, not least the old Gospel 

Something has 
been happening
in Ely and 
Caerau, West 
Cardiff, over the 
last few years.  

They describe their vision as ‘vibrant, equal and resilient 
communities for all, where people find fulfilment in 
themselves, each other, and the place where they live’. 

Hall (and soon to be ‘Hidden HIllfort Heritage 
Centre’) that you will read about here.

Local people are telling a new story about their 
community, one that is based on an increasing 
understanding of their incredible history and 
their important place in Cardiff.  One that 
challenges and transforms the old stories.  
They are also taking the chance to create new 
stories for themselves, sharing and overcoming 
their struggles and celebrating their unique 
role and contribution.  

What story will you tell 
about your community 
and your place within it?

www.aceplace.org
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A T R E G I U G T E S H O G Y G G P T A S H B I M L

Y S R C P M Q S N L E G A S A S J A N S M T I T T E

N F B G O N B G I C E J F M D F C L T U J O S P M O

Y S F B S S I S I N I R S R E E S T E R B R M G F F

S C R D B P C C S U B M A R I N E S A E A S N L M F

Y E F G S U Q A Q U Z S L Y V L U N O P M S N A K I

B Y A T M R O G F S A X D K V M C M Q A F R C A T R

A S R F S G P O I E A S C V R A A F R R N N A P U E

R E N O N O M O E B A S E A Z A C U D K A Q E N F A

R Z Y D O C T O R W H O W N A C R Y U P O U S S S A

I S S C N G U U A C Q U H M S R G R E A Q A A N A G

A M D Z F G X G G K M D I T I N A R D U S T R Z E O

A V M O T K N D U O F S T D F S T A C E Y B S G B P

T I N K I N S W O O D F M A I D F B O X O U P A U A

P E D T B K T M F M C J O B R A C N S M G G L U T P

G Z P A X T F A M U F Y R T B J R O Q S M U A M S P

U T Y D T S N B U G S N E J A S G T J B R N C T A R

T A E M B T P X F E S R B T X N C S A Y I G E O I A

A S S E N N U L U G K Y A R G R A A O V M D Y U T P

A P F N B Y P S B N I Y Y Y M D Q L A I S V A N T D

B A B R S Z B U Q D L A R T E R J G Q A T G T N I A

G D U U A G A V M G N R D S Z V P B G V B U A F B R

F M M A D V E N T U R E G O L F I U R M B M Z F I A

Find all 20 words in our Barry Word Search 
for a chance to win a prize!

1st Prize: Large Soft Axe by Becci Holmes
2nd Prize: Large Bee/Bug House
3rd Prize: Small Bee/Bug House
+ three runner up prizes of terracotta 
pendants.

To submit your entry e-mail us a photo of 
your completed word search to: 
info@elycaerau.com 

1. BARRY ISLAND
2. YNYS Y BARRI
3. WHITMORE BAY
4. PLEASURE PARK
5. CAESAR’S PLACE
6. TINKINSWOOD
7. DOCKS
8. RNLI
9. WAR MUSEUM
10. MARCO’S CAFE

11. ADVENTURE GOLF
12. ISLE OF FIRE
13. GLASTONBARRY
14. GAVIN
15. STACEY
16. GWEN
17. NESSA
18. UNCLE BRYN
19. DOCTOR WHO
20. SUBMARINE

See www.caerstudio.com for quiz answers.

*Closing date August 31st 2018. Prizes will given out to the first correct entries drawn from a hat. Winners will be notified after the entry date 
and no further correspondence will be entered into. E-mail addresses will only be used for administration of the prize draw.  
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ART from CAER Studio
Soft Axes 
by Becci 
Holmes
“Because the past has got to be felt to be real”
Professor Neil Lithic

Full of character, these playful soft 
sculptures are inspired by the Neolithic and 
Bronze Age axe heads that Becci saw during 
CAER Studio’s experimental archaeology 
workshop at Cardiff University. Created 
in fabrics using Becci’s trademark sewing 
and embroidery techniques the designs are 
based on a Bronze Age hafted axe (an axe 
with a handle - left) of the kind that was 
carried by ‘Otzi the ice man’ and a hand axe 
from the Neolithic (right). The hafted axe 
measures 24 inches in length, the hand axe 
measures 12cm in length.

Please note that these are not toys and are 
sold as art objects.

Sculptural 
ceramics by 
Imogen Higgins
Imogen is in the process of creating a series of three sculptural ceramic 
pieces based on Welsh Bronze Age axe heads discovered in Caerau and 
Ely. She saw these, along with other amazing finds that are stored in the 
archives of National Museum Wales, during a recent visit with students 
from the Cardiff University Live Local Learn Local Hidden Histories and 
Untold Treasures: Exploring Ely and Caerau Through Time course.

These three vessels were each thrown on a wheel and then modelled 
afterwards using a coiling method to create the ridge near the base 
and the three vertical ribs along their faces. These ribs are an important 
decorative element in many of the bronze axes produced in this period 
(900-850BC).

Imogen plans to use a combination of slips and stains to complete 
the series, which will resemble the green hues of these extraordinary 
artefacts.

“My aim when making the series was to take inspiration from the Bronze Age 
axes and interpret some of their characteristics into clay rather then setting 
out to make an exact replica. I have really enjoyed this process and plan to 
use some of the design aspects learnt from this CAER Studio project in future 
artworks.”
Imogen Higgins

Terracotta 
Pendants 
by Nicola 
Parsons
Based on a theme of Iron Age surface 
decoration that has developed from CAER 
Studio research at Cardiff University by the 
artist Nicola Parsons, these pendants have 
been hand made in terracotta and decorated 
using tools and implements (including shells 
and wooden implements) that would have 
been available thousands of years ago. The 
pendants have then been double fired and 
coated with linseed oil – a surface treatment 
that may have been in use during the Iron Age.
Each pendant has been individually created at 
Caerau Gospel Hall – Community Heritage 
Centre by CAER Studio artists and visitors to 
the CAER Heritage open day events.

Artist Dylan Sutton has developed this 
fantastic concept for CAER Studio: 
roundhouses for bees and bugs! Based on 
the design of the Iron Age roundhouse, these 
terracotta ceramics will provide homes for 
solitary bees and other invertebrates.

Roundhouses were the standard form of 
housing built in Britain from the Bronze Age 
throughout the Iron Age, and in some areas 
well into the Sub Roman period. They used 
walls made either of stone or of wooden 
posts joined by wattle-and-daub panels 
and a conical thatched roof and ranged in 
size from less than 5m in diameter to over 
15m. Most of what is assumed about these 
structures is derived from the layout of the 
postholes, although a few timbers have been 
found preserved in bogs. The rest has been 
postulated by experimental archaeology, which 
has shown the most likely form and function of 
the buildings. For example, experiments have 
shown that a conical roof with a pitch of about 

45 degrees would have been the strongest and 
most efficient design. A reconstruction of the 
Bryn Eryr Iron Age Farmstead at St Fagans is 
based on a groundplan of two roundhouses 
connected to form a figure-of-eight.

Our terracotta roundhouses have been 
individually created at Our Place Dusty Forge 
by regular members of the Community Garden 
group and the Thursday Retreat. They come in 
two sizes.

Proceeds from the sales of our heritage themed 
products will go to CAER Studio/Action in Caerau 
and Ely to help us continue our creative work in 
the community.

Roundhouses for Bees 
and Bugs by Dylan Sutton

Wall 
Hanging
by Nicola 
Parsons
This beautiful wall hanging has been inspired 
by Nicola’s research into Iron Age weaving 
techniques and the natural dyes that would 
have been used by the original occupants of 
Caerau hillfort. The wall hanging is hand-woven 
from Welsh wool and hangs from a 10-inch-
long piece of natural driftwood. The hanging 
measures 39 inches in length, including the 
fringe. Includes two small brass hooks for 
attachment.

Art from CAER 
Studio can be 
purchased via our 
website or direct 
from our stall 
at forthcoming 
community events.  

caerstudio.com
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The collective focuses on engaging with 
the public outside traditional learning 
environments.  

Their motivation is not instruction, but 
provocation, and they use their research to 
act as facilitators: not to convey any particular 
‘truth’, but to enable everyone to find their 
own meanings within the past and establish 
their own relationship with it.  

By doing this Guerilla Archaeology engages 
with a diverse range of audiences and hopes 
to co-create the past, rooted in their research, 
with the wider public.

Dr Jacqui Mulville, Reader in Bioarchaeology at 
the University's School of History, Archaeology 
and Religion created Guerilla Archaeology 
in order to share her passion for the past 
with the public.  She combines her specialist 
knowledge of archaeological science with her 
love of arts in her festival outreach.  

From Shamans to Bog Bodies to antler 
working, her innovative workshops have been 
voted as one of the 'top 20 things to do at 
Glastonbury 2017' and attract thousands of 
people each year to reassess their view of the 
past.

Guerilla Archaeology

Created in 2011, members of the pop-up 
collective Guerilla Archaeology have attended 
more than 30 of the world’s best-known 
festivals over the past seven summers and 
encouraged over 15,000 people to get ‘down 
and dirty with the past’.

Speaking about the project, Dr Mulville said: 
"Talking to people at festivals is a great way to 
ensure wider coverage and a greater range of 
audiences for our work. 

“By involving our students, we can engage directly 
with a younger festival audience, provide student 
training and bring archaeology alive.”

She adds: “Prepare to wonder at the richness of 
human societies in the past, follow in the footsteps 
of our ancestors and explore your wild side.”

According to Dr Mulville, the appetite for 
archaeology seems to be insatiable.

She says: “Initiatives such as Guerilla Archaeology 
have shown that people from all walks of life are 
hungry to learn more about the past and want to 
be actively involved in exploring and interpreting 
archaeological information.”

The CAER Collective

The CAER 
Art Prize
CAER Studio artist Nicola Parsons and ACE CAER Development 
Officer Kimberley Jones have been helping students from Cardiff 
West Community High (CWCH) to create a variety of amazing 
new artworks based on the heritage of Caerau and Ely.

The young people have worked with drawing media, paint and 
clay during three intensive workshops held at CWCH, creating 
drawings, paintings and 3D works based on themes from the 
Neolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman, Medieval Periods – 
alongside more contemporary ideas of what the word ‘heritage’ 
might mean.

The winners will be awarded artist’s quality materials to the value 
of the following:

1st prize worth £100
2nd prize worth £50
3rd prize worth £50
+ runners-up prizes

The artworks were completed over a three-week period in June 
and there are plans to exhibit the winning entries at Our Place 
Dusty Forge during the summer.

We are delighted with the work created by the young people 
for the CAER Art Prize – many thanks to Ann Hudson and the 
students at CWCH for all their hard work.

is a Cardiff-based collective made up 
of archaeologists, scientists and artists 
dedicated to bringing the past alive.

Art empowers. It gives a voice to the voiceless 
and helps engage communities in various levels 
of change. 

So what better way to celebrate the history 
and heritage of Caerau and Ely than to bring 
artists and local residents together to co-
produce art objects and craft items inspired by 
the knowledge and artefacts gained from these 
vibrant communities?

The CAER Collective, a cohort of local artists, 
have held workshops and events over the past 
six months at which residents have joined in 
and developed new skills while learning more 
about the history of their community and all 
about the archaeological excavations at Caerau 
Hillfort.

Led by the artist Paul Evans and co-ordoinated 
by CAER community artist and scenic painter 
Nicola Parsons, the Collective has produced 
some stunning and unique pieces of artwork 
(see pages 12 & 13).

Nicola says: “There is such a sense of community 
that I haven't experienced around other parts of 
Cardiff, especially at Our Place Dusty Forge where 
I am based.

“We get the opportunity to tailor make projects 
to the local community’s needs, and it allows me 
to improve my creative skills all the time as every 
project is unique due to the different cohort of 
participants and the task involved.

“I am currently co-ordinating various exciting 
Summer workshops and have just finished 
working on a three-day puppet making workshop 
with the 'People First' group which has been a 
great success! We are now planning to use the 
puppets to create a short film providing a tour 
of the Caerau hillfort for people who are unable 
to access the site.”

Dylan Sutton says that working as a community 
artist in the Collective is ‘amazing’.

“I usually work on my own and this is something 
that I’ve not had the opportunity to do before. 
It’s great to meet up with the other CAER Studio 
artists, bounce ideas off each other and watch the 
project grow.” 

Interested in graphic art and ceramics Dylan 
takes his work out into the community, 
working with councils to promote equality and 
health promotion.

Another member of the CAER Collective, 
Becci Holmes, has been working with schools 
and communities for nearly nine years using 
a variety of techniques and media including 
sculpture, papier mâché, clay work, recycled 
craft and textile art such as weaving and fabric 
printing.

Becci says: “I’ve worked with various community 
groups in Cardiff, making costumes and art works 
for performances and carnival parades – making 
sets, large backpacks and head dresses. In the Ely 
and Caerau community I have worked with the 
Breaking the Mould project at Our Place Dusty 
Forge and at Ty Greenfarm.”

As a CAER Studio artist, Imogen Higgins is 
predominantly inspired by nature.

“I use natural materials and processes as a means 
to rekindle connections between human beings 
and the wider natural world. Beginning my creative 
journey as a ceramicist, I became fascinated by 
the idea that I could resource my own clay from 
the ground beneath my feet. Since then I have 
developed my skills in other areas such as willow 
weaving and green woodworking, and now I am 
able to create art purely from natural sources.

“I have a passion for sharing creative experiences 
with others, which is why I am currently working 
as a community artist. Over the past three years 
I have been completely absorbed in participatory 
artwork. I have been involved with large-scale 
community generated festivals where giant 
lanterns light up the sky and I have also led weekly 
workshops with regular participants tailoring 
activities to the individual’s needs. I have also 
delivered lectures and passed on practical skills 
in the use of sustainable building materials to 
university students.”
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CAER Prize Word Search 
Find all 20 words in our CAER Word Search 
for a chance to win a prize!

1st Prize: Large Soft Axe by Becci Holmes
2nd Prize: Large Bee/Bug House
3rd Prize: Small Bee/Bug House
+ three runner up prizes of terracotta 
pendants.

To submit your entry e-mail us a photo of 
your completed word search to: 
info@elycaerau.com 

Written and edited by Matthew Abbott (Cardiff University Centre for Community Journalism), Oliver Davis (CAER Heritage Project), Paul Evans (CAER Studio), Dave Horton (ACE), Emma Meese (Cardiff University Centre for Community 
Journalism) and Dave Wyatt (CAER Heritage Project). All photos by Vivian Paul Thomas except Page 1 CAER Heritage Project, Page 2 Dylan Sutton & Nicola Parsons, Page 13 Nicola Parsons, Page 14 Nicola Parsons, Page 15 Guerrilla Archaeology. 
Design by Human. With thanks to the community of Caerau and Ely.

1. CAERAU
2. HILLFORT
3. RAMPART
4. NEOLITHIC
5. BRONZE AGE
6. IRON AGE
7. ROMAN
8. ROMANOBRITISH
9. SILURES
10. VILLA
11. ROUNDHOUSE
12. ST MARY’S CHURCH
13. CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURE
14. GEOPHYSICS
15. TIME TEAM
16. TRIBAL LOGO
17. CAER HEDZ
18. HIDDEN HILLFORT
19. THE MODEL  VILLAGE
20. CAER STUDIO

CAER Quiz
1. Which famous Ely boy was worried about the state of ‘this old house’? 
 A) Wobblin’ Williams B) Tremblin’ Thomas C) Shakin’ Stevens 

2. The Caerau and Ely area was colonised in the Iron Age by which Celtic British tribe? 
 A) The Silurians   B) The Silures C) The Silvanians 

3. Caerau is named after the Welsh word for what? 
 A) Hill B) Fort C) Wood 

4. Another famous Ely boy, Ryan Giggs, played for which premier league football team? 
 A) Bolton Wanderers B) Manchester City C) Manchester United 

5. In 1895 which famous race was held at Ely Racecourse?   
 A) The Royal Ascot B) The Kentucky Derby C) The Welsh Grand National 

6. In what year did Caerau Hillfort appear on Channel 4’s Time Team?    
 A) 1992 B) 2002 C) 2012 

7. The Iron Age inhabitants of Caerau hillfort lived in what kind of houses? 
 A) Round houses B) Square houses C) Out houses 

8. The land now occupied by Caerau and Ely was once owned by who? 
 A) The Duke of York B) The Earl of Plymouth C) The Prince of Bel Air 

9. Which famous 16th Century pirate is rumoured to have come from the vicinity  
 of Cearau and Ely?   
 A) Captain Pugwash B) Captain Jack Sparrow C) Captain Morgan 

10. What lies buried beneath Trelai Fields?  
 A) A Medieval village B) A Roman villa C) A Cold War nuclear bunker

See www.caerstudio.com for quiz answers.

Get Involved
Would you like to get involved in CAER Studio and 
CAER Heritage Project activities in the future?

Check out our 
website for details of 
forthcoming activities: 

www.caerstudio.com 
www.caerheritage.com

Follow us on Facebook, 
retweet and ‘like’ what 
we do on Twitter and 
Instagram

 CAERBC
 @caerstudio
 caerstudio


 

Visit Caerau hillfort and take in the views

*Closing date August 31st 2018. Prizes will given out to the first 
correct entries drawn from a hat. Winners will be notified after 
the entry date and no further correspondence will be entered 
into. E-mail addresses will only be used for administration of the 
prize draw.  


